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With over eight million copies sold in the series, Left Behind: The Kids is a favorite of kids aged

10-14. The books follow teens that were Ã¢â‚¬Å“left behind,Ã¢â‚¬Â• who have nothing left but their

newfound faith in Jesus Christ. Determined to stand up for God no matter the cost, they are tested

at every turn. Background plots are taken from Apollyon, the fifth book in the Left Behind adult

series, originally released in 1999.
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Loved this series of books based on christian life and history.

If kids love action and mystery what better than to get them to read these books that will also get

them interested in reading their bibles.

The Rapture and all of the judgments and things that you hear about Jesus Christ are true. This is

not a made-up thing to scare people into becoming Christians. It will happen someday. No one

knows the hour or the time, all we know is that it will happen-so don't fall asleep. This book is very

informative. There are no hidden things in this book. You should read the whole series and learn

anything that you can about the Rapture. The Rapture is a subject that everyone should know

about, but unfortunately everyone won't because people will be left behind. I encourage you to tell

your friends about this book and the series. This is not a prank, joke, or legend. I am sure of it. This

book will tell you more about the end times than I can. You should read these books in sequence,

so that they will make sense. This is a very good book and everything about the Rapture and the

judgments, the Tribulation, and the Great Tribulation is SO true. I hope that you will consider what I

have said and buy this series.Book #1 The VanishingsBook #2 Second ChanceBook #3 Through

the FlamesBook #4 Facing the FutureBook #5 Nicolae HighBook #6 The UndergroundBook #7

Busted!Book #8 Death StrikeBook #9 The SearchBook #10 On the RunBook #11 Into the

StormBook #12 Earthquake!Book #13 The ShowdownBook #14 Judgment DayBook #15 Battling

the CommanderBook #16 Fire from HeavenBook #17 Terror in the StadiumBook #18 Darkening

SkiesBook #19 Attack of ApollyonBook #20 A Dangerous PlanBook #21 Secrets of New

BabylonBook #22 Escape from New BabylonBook #23 Horsemen of TerrorBook #24 Uplink from

the UndergroundBook #25 Death at the GalaBook #26 The Beast ArisesBook #27 Wildfire!Book

#28 The Mark of the BeastBook #29 Breakout!Book #30 Murder in the Holy PlaceBook #31 Escape

to MasadaBook #32 The War of the DragonBook #33 Attack on Petra*Book #34 Bounty

Hunters**February 2004-Release Date.You can pre-order these books from !

I think that the left behind books are great. they're educational and action packed. I love all the

characters especially Judd and Lionel. The only thing I dont like about the books is that the plot is

unrealistic. if suddenly all the christians dissapearred into thin air everyone would convert. let alone

them screaming at the top of their lungs that theres going to be a worldwide earthquake, hail the

size of golfballs mixed with a shower of blood, a giant meteor crashing to earth, another giant

meteor crashing into earth that pollutes all the water a worldwide freeze, and finaly a giant cloud



composed of millions of tiny invincible demons with the body of a lion and the head of a human that

leave all the believers alone but chew through walls to sting the unbelievers, which after they are

stung they expereince so much pain that they want to die for five months. All of which happens

almost exactly as they said it would. But still the vast majority of people follow Enigma Babylon one

world religion. Come On!

I love the Left Behind:The Kids series and I liked this book too. The only thing I don't like about this

book is Nada (if you look at the reviews it's pretty much unanimous-she stinks!). I'm really writing a

review for the whole series-it's GREAT and I would recommend it to anyone who's willing to try it. I

do recommend that you read the books in order, though, because if you miss something it can get

confusing.

While the demons are on the loose, the young tribulation force and other believers are able to teach

others about christ. A close friend asks Vicki if she will go with him to help teach others. Meanwhile,

Judd doesn't know what to do about Nada and her family in Israel. Will Vicki take the chance and go

with her friend? Will Judd make the right decision?

...Nada is the only reason I gave this a low rating. if she goes, mine will shoot back up to 5 stars...it's

a pretty good book, though not my favorite(But, hey, if I'm gonna read the series, I have to read the

latest, even if it makes me want to throw up)...Lots of suspenseful situations. Good, even with Nada,

I suppose...

This book is really good with the exception of Nada.I HATE NADA!!! she,s (in my opinion )not a

good addition to the Young Trib Force.And I can't believe that Judd could like her.She's too

weak.Anyway since i hate her I won't spend so much time on her.i really like vicki.I wish they could

trade Nada for chaya.In my book it was supposed to be Vicki and judd!!!!
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